The Adventures in Diving Course is for you …
The next step in “hands on” diving fun.
Dosil’s makes Advanced Scuba Training easy, fun and exciting, while providing the
highest quality of instruction possible. Whether you’re a newly certified diver or have hundreds
of dives logged, the PADI Advanced Open Water Certification gives the confidence, skills and
experience to take your diving to new levels of excitement. This certification level is required for
diving on all boat dives off the New Jersey Coast.
PADI Adventures in Diving program has something for everyone. This In-Water,
Performance based training consists of two “Core” dives to give you an orientation in the
fundamentals of advanced diving techniques, and three “Elective” dives. The Core dives consist
of a “Deep Dive” to allow you to visit the world below 60 feet and, a “Navigation Dive”, to
extend your compass and natural navigation skills. The Elective dive consists of three out of the
four following dives: “Wreck Dive”, “Search & Recovery Dive”, “Peak Performance Buoyancy
Dive”, and “Underwater Naturalist”. Each dive is supported by a chapter in your Adventures in
Diving manual, a knowledge review, and briefings before and after each dive. These Adventure
dives will also count as the first dive of the corresponding specialty course, towards the Master
Scuba Diver rating.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED: All standard diving equipment: Mask, Snorkel Fins, Boots,
Weights & Weight Belt, Wet/Dry Suit, BCD, Surface Marker Buoy, Primary Dive Light,
Adventures in Diving Multi Purpose Data Carrier, Whistle, Compass, Knife, Slate, Regulator,
Log Book and any additional equipment required for your specific dives.
PREREQUISITIES: You must be a Certified PADI Open Water Diver or Junior Open Water
Diver (Age 12) or the Equivalent. 10-11 year olds can earn Junior Adventure Diver
Certification. (Must be 12 to participate in Enriched Air Dives)
COURSE FEE: $259 Any necessary rental or facility costs are additional
$459 Private session- any necessary rental or facility costs are additional
$173 Adventures in Diving eLearning - This must be purchased
through our website www.dosils.com and paid directly to PADI
*Minimum 2 students required to run the class
Don’t have your own equipment? Take advantage of our AOW Special Rental
Package which includes 2 tanks, BCD, Regulator, and Wetsuit for only $99

261 Highway 36
Middletown, NJ 07748
732-787-0508

Deep Dive

Under the direct supervision of
your instructor you shall embark upon probably
the deepest dive of your diving experience.
Deep diving makes it possible to visit shipwrecks in deeper water, and provides occasions
for underwater photographs that you cannot
take in shallow regions.

Wreck Diving

The lure of exploring
sunken pirate ships, naval ships and luxury
liners is something most divers can’t resist.
This is the excitement of our own coastline
with over 3,600 wrecks.

Peak Performance Buoyancy
Your chance to fine-tune your buoyancy and
soar over reefs, extend bottom time by
reducing air consumption and prolong the life
of your dive equipment. Observe aquatic life
without disturbing their surroundings by
improving the buoyancy skills you learned as a
new diver and elevate them to the next level.

Underwater Navigation Dive

Finding
your way is not a matter of luck! When everyone’s
buzzing about a reef or checking out a shipwreck,
they’re having a great time - until it’s time to go.
Then they turn to you, because as a PADI
Underwater Navigator, you know the way back to
the boat.

Search & Recovery

Has your friend
dropped something in the water? Are you
looking for lost treasure? Now we will teach
you effective ways to find objects underwater
and bring them to the surface.

Underwater Naturalist
Take the PADI Underwater Naturalist Specialty
course and you’ll see new things, even on the most
familiar scuba diving sites. Know more about
symbioses, underwater ecology, and aquatic plant
and animal habitats, and see creatures you may
have previously missed. Learn more about the
local ecosystem and take a closer look on your
next scuba diving adventure.

